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History:
 DJ's partnership with Hubbard Hill, a retirement community in Elkhart &
sponsored by the Missionary Church North Central District, began in 1996 when
DJ built a new wing of approximately 7,500 sq. ft. and 9 new living units to
their assisted living facility.
 In 2002, the two companies embarked on a multi-faceted project that included
an 18 apartment assisted living wing, a 48 bed nursing wing, an 18 private bed
Alzheimer wing, and a spacious chapel. The DJ team took extra precautions to
ensure residents’ safety and not interrupt their daily routines.
 Also in 2002, DJ helped Hubbard Hill expand “The Village” community with
new duplexes. Each unit ranged from 1,421 sq. ft. to 1,664 sq. ft. with a garage,
kitchen, living room, two bedrooms, two baths, laundry and four seasons rooms.
 DJ’s Service Group served Hubbard Hill from 2004-2010 on a number of
projects, including the “Angel Walk,” a pathway filled with gardens, water
elements, and resting & visiting areas.
 In 2010, the two companies completed at 24,770 sq. ft. major renovation that
included a new wellness facility, a 42-ft. veranda, sitting areas, massage therapy
room, and office area. Other updates include the activity lounges and corridors
in the residential areas and dining room, library, and bistro. The expanded
dining room has a fine dining feel with high ceilings, polished wood partitions,
and bronzed oil light fixtures. The library features surrounding built-in shelves,
window seats, and a gas fireplace. The bistro’s interior has a unique wrought
iron ceiling cloud, and the bistro also connects to an outdoor patio area.

“Our relationship with Hubbard
Hill Estates which began in
1996 has grown through three
outstanding leaders and a
significant project with each of
them. Eleanor Hatfield with the
first Assisted Living addition,
Brian Miller on the major ‘West
Wing’ expansion in 2002 and
Patrick Pingel with the Wellness
addition and upgrades for the
Dining area, bistro and core
resident areas. The culture and
values that these leaders
brought to the organization
were part of the many special
and exciting aspects of our
relationship with Hubbard Hill.
The staff & their commitment
to care for their residents was
another common trait that
made working on these
projects such a blessing for us
at DJ.”
JC Schrock, Vice-President
DJ Construction

